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Introduction
With the present document a project review is made regarding the findings of the review of
the architectural description made by group E. The document is structured as follows. The
second chapter will start with describing general findings and remarks related to the architectural description; concerns that arise and which questions are left unanswered but we
consider as important to be included in an architectural description. The second chapter
will continue with presenting a small requirements change which would only cause a small
change in the architecture. This small requirements change will be further elaborated by a
use case. In the third chapter a requirements change will be presenting who would cause
the architecture to fall apart. This requirements change will also be further elaborated by a
use case. The forth chapter performs a risk analysis to point out aspects of the software
system that needs to be re-architected according to specific requirements.
The final goal of the review document is to provide team E with additional guidelines and
improvements regarding their architecture document, and in the same time to pinpoint
changes that could be made to WordPress through “re-architecturing” according to specific requirements changes.
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1. General remarks related to the architecture document
Within this chapter general remarks related to the architectural description of WordPress
will be made.

1.1 Section: 4.3.3 Usability vs Security
Within Chapter 4.3.3 in the architecture document about WordPress, a comparison is being
made between Usability and Security; however this chapter seems to be lacking of adequate explanation for several points of view. Usability is usually gained by adding additional plug-ins but the document fails to explain how WordPress protects itself against malicious plug-ins. One of the biggest problems of open-source software and third party plugins nowadays is the activities of hackers who add malicious code that cannot be seen by
common users. The document does not explain how WordPress protect itself against these
kinds of plug-ins except for “only install trusted plug-ins and be careful” which can be characterized as a vague statement. Additionally, the document does not mention how the
plug-in scanner works nor which kind of access is required for plug-ins in order to successfully work (e.g. Administrator access). Moreover, the document describes plug-ins could
cause delays to a website or internal server errors, however it remains unclear what this
has to do with the security aspect. Is there any reason for this? Do individual plug-ins or the
core building blocks of WordPress affect each other from the security point of view? Why
does the performance related issue exactly arise?

1.2 Section: 5.1.3 Patterns
According to the document in question, WordPress Architecture is based on four types of
building blocks. However none seem to include the plug-ins which are the essential part of
WordPress. Which building block manages these plug-ins? The document describes how
the plug-ins are interacting with the core machine and how they are handled in the output,
e.g. in the form of templates, but fails to describe concretely the exact building blocks and
how these are affected.
Secondly, the document mentions that WordPress does not strictly follow the Model-View
Controller (MVC) and the use of procedural code instead of Object Oriented (OO) code.
What was the reason to make this comparison and are there any side effects of the corresponding WordPress’ choices in the architecture? The advantages and tradeoffs remain
unclear until a comparison is made between Joomla and WordPress of which the MVC
model causes Joomla to be seen as a better reliable system with better maintainability.

1.3 Section: 5.2.5.1 SQL Injection
Why does WordPress not use the PHP Data Objects (PDO) included by PHP? Earlier in the
document it is being recommended to always upgrade to the latest version of WordPress
but doesn’t this advice also count for having the latest version of PHP? PHP is the essential
underground for WordPress and therefore one would also suspect that the latest version
advice would also be applicable for this. The document does not describe the advantages or
the impact on quality aspects/tradeoffs of using WordPress’ private wpdb layer instead of
the PHP’s PDO. In addition, a reader cannot obtain information about how vulnerable
WordPress is in combination with an older version of PHP.
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2. SSmall Reequirem
ment Chaange
Within this chap
pter a smalll requiremeent change will
w be mad
de towards tthe update functiona
ality of WorrdPress. By default,
d
Wo rdPress doe
es not have the ability to automattically
check for new veersions and proceed too upgrade to
o the latest version. Hoowever, since this
proceess is easy to
t automate
e, plug-ins h ave alreadyy been made
e available tto support such
s
a
functtionality.
Plug--ins supportting the auto
omatic upgrrade of Word
dPress conta
ain 8 basic stteps:
11.
22.
33.
4
4.
55.
6
6.
77.
8
8.

Back up files
f
and make availablee for downlo
oad
Back up database
d
an
nd make avaailable for do
ownload
Downloa
ad latest files from Word
dPress.org/la
atest.zip and
d unzip
Put site in maintenance mode
De-activate all active plug-ins a nd remember plug-ins
Upgrade WordPress files
Re-activa
ate plug-inss
Put site in regular mode

In ord
der to initiate this proce
ess, the plugg-ins call uppdate.php which can be found within the
wp-in
ncludes dirrectory whicch is autom atically load
ded by WordPress. Upddate.php con
ntains
of a simple set of
o functionss to check tthe currently used WorrdPress verssion and plu
ug-ins
again
nst the neweest version available
a
on api.WordPress.org.
In ord
der to autom
mate the pro
ocess as provvided by Wo
ordPress the
e requiremennts of updatte.php
should be changed. It should
d not only ch
heck if a new
w version is available
a
bu t also includ
de the
stepss made by th
he plug-in fo
or an automaated upgrad
de (Figure 1)..

Figure 1. A required
d change in WorrdPress to achiieve automateed upgrade.

In case the functtion wp_ver
rsion_checkk() notices th
hat a new ve
ersion of WoordPress exiists, it
should call a neew function called wp__version_uppgrade(), wh
hich should be added to
t update..php. In this function all the steps, frrom 1 till 8 should be executed.
Secondly the filee wp-setting
gs.php shoulld also be up
pdated. Aparrt from a cheeck if the sitte is in
main
ntenance mo
ode through
h wp_mainteenance(), it should also check if thee system is in
i upgradee mode. A neew variable should then
n be added.
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Third, a new variable should be made in the wp-config.php file, where people can have the
possibility to either enable or disable the possibility of automated updating of WordPress.
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3. Large Requirement change
In this section we will describe a change in the requirements that can only be achieved by
profound modifications in the architecture of WordPress. Our choice to create the conditions for such an effect is to create a version of WordPress in Microsoft’s .NET Framework. It
is a very popular software framework which supports several programming languages and
allows the creation of web applications like WordPress. We will investigate the impact of
the change by focusing on the characteristics of WordPress’ architecture that are analyzed
in the architecture document.
In the section concerning the quality aspects of the system, there is a description about
pingback, trackback and stop spam capabilities. All these aspects are high level entities and
should be rather regarded as functions, therefore it is not useful to investigate the impact
of the .NET adoption from the architectural point of view. Nevertheless, usability, security
and use of patters are architectural aspects that will be seriously affected.
First of all, usability of the system would be excessively affected while the two different
platforms support different techniques for visualizations. The design and the user interface
components should be modified according to .NET capabilities to render visualizations on
the user’s screen. Flexibility is mentioned as a key aspect of usability and is realized mainly
by the implementation of 3rd party plug-ins by indented developers across the globe. Although both PHP and .NET are using object-oriented programming languages, the former
does not support all concepts of the object-oriented approach. For instance, there is no
support for encapsulation and overloading concepts, or for private, public, or protected
functions in classes, which can have a significant impact on the way that the plug-ins are
produced. Upon the change to .NET, flexibility will be adapted to include the outcome of
more effective developing. Moreover, .NET allows the creation of session states not only by
using cookies as it is happening in PHP, but also by cookie-less session state definitions that
allows extensible definitions of custom settings. The consequence is again increased flexibility. On the same time though, despite the fact that PHP is free software, .NET Framework
requires a commercial Microsoft Windows server system. Flexibility at this point is hindered, while purchase and integration of commercial software is required for the support
the .NET Framework. Another important issue is that .NET web applications are precompiled and therefore are occupying resources on the server, whereas PHP web applications
are interpreted on-the-fly.
Security is analyzed as another important attribute of WordPress’ architecture. Both of the
platforms are vulnerable to attacks aiming to steal or modify data or to send spam and distribute malware. On the contrary to PHP, .NET Framework contains integrated mechanisms to deal with security risks. In case we are interesting to increase security by enabling
these mechanisms, changes in the way developers are working are again required to support the consequent change in architecture. The extra security level suggests additional
validation and verification checks, and finally the transit from “limited access” perspective
to the “full access” one. Passwords, file permissions, database security and data backups
are already included in the .NET Framework; the swift in the architecture will provide new
means to set safety, security and compliance as components of the adapted architecture.
Further on, WordPress is examined how compatible it is with the MVC software architecture with not very positive results. A change from PHP to .NET Framework will possibly
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cause an even more diversion from the MVC approach. First of all, the support for MVC in
.NET Framework appeared in a relatively recent version, while the support in PHP has
started a long time ago, a fact that signifies the higher maturity of the architecture in PHP.
The comparison between PHP and .NET variations of MVC can also show that the former
requires more changes in the existing architecture of the system. Replacement of plain SQL
queries with the more advanced LINQ queries prescribes numerous changes in the existing
database source code and demands developing of new database elements.
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4. Risk analysis
In this section we highlight the risks the current architecture of Worpress brings with it.
The risks are limited by the findings within the architectural document.

4.1 Risk 1: Plug-ins
In the document in question it is mentioned that plug-ins pose a security risks (4.3.3 Usability vs. Security). WordPress has over 12.000 plug-ins, maintained by the community itself.
What happens if WordPress has an update? Is backward compatibility always kept for the
current plug-ins? How can we be sure a WordPress update will not affect the plug-ins that
are currently installed? Does WordPress check compatibility with plug-ins when new major
changes are made? This may cause severe consequences to the functionality of some plugins, that after an upgrade might not be able to run anymore. Furthermore if backward
compatibility is kept, this might clutter the code in the long term. There is nothing mentioned in the document about this issue. The fact that WordPress is mostly based on plugins makes this a very important risk.

4.2 Risk 2: Procedural code
Section 5.1.3 Patterns mentions that WordPress uses procedural code instead of patterns. In
section 6.1.4 Technical differences between WordPress and Joomla the authors state that the
procedural code severely affects the maintainability of WordPress. For this reason the procedural code should also be seen as a risk.

4.3 Risk 3: MVC & WPDB class
Building on the previous risk, the use procedural had as a result that WordPress does not
conform to the MVC pattern. In section 5.2.5.1 SQL injection the authors talk about the wpdb
class. This is a custom database abstraction layer. It is supposed to prevent malicious queries from executing by checking if they are properly escaped. Unfortunately it is not mandatory to use this class. This means that plug-in developers can choose not to include in their
implementations. The architectural decision not to use MVC may pose serious security risks
for unknowing persons using WordPress.
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